
IDENTIFICATION FOR MEMBERS 
OF CLOSELY-RELATED GROUPS
When Standard Genetic Sequencing Isn’t Enough

1 EVERY STEP OF THE WAY



Why might additional 
resolution be needed?
Beyond standard 16S

Two main reasons:

1. A strain-level ID is required

2. A species-level ID is required, but was 
not possible with standard 16S 
sequencing
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LEVEL OF RESOLUTION FOR ID METHODS
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• Genotypic methods are widely accepted as the gold standard for ID and strain typing. 

• Both levels of resolution can be of critical importance in demonstrating compliance in 
the manufacturing environment.

Family Genus Species Subspecies Strain

Protein Coding or Housekeeping Gene Sequencing

Ribosomal DNA Sequencing (16S, ITS2)

Ribotyping

ID

Strain
Typing



Discrimination of 
Closely-Related Species



LEVEL OF RESOLUTION
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Linked to the Method

MALDI-TOF system reporting hint: “Species canis / 
dysgalactiae / pyogenes of the genus Streptococcus 
have very similar patterns: Therefore distinguishing 
their species is difficult.”

Streptococcus canis, dysgalactiae, and pyogenes 
are easy to resolve with 16S rDNA sequencing and 
phylogenetic analysis



LEVEL OF RESOLUTION
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Linked to the Taxonomy

MALDI-TOF system reporting hint: “Species 
bronchiseptica / pertussis / parapertussis of the genus 
Bordetella have very similar patterns: Therefore 
distinguishing their species is difficult.”

Bordetella bronchiseptica, pertussis and
parapertussis are not resolvable with 16S rDNA 
sequencing and phylogenetic analysis



LEVEL OF RESOLUTION – SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
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Linked to the Method and Taxonomy

These Bacillus species can not be differentiated 
with the 16S rRNA gene sequence

One of numerous examples

Sometimes, more than one species has the same or high percentage of 16S or ITS2 rDNA 
sequence similarity and single species resolution cannot be achieved



LEVEL OF RESOLUTION – SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
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Linked to the Method and Taxonomy

Using a single protein coding gene, gyrB, can 
easily differentiate these Bacillus species

The NJ Tree illustrates the distance measurements 
between the unknown organism and the library 
entries for this gene target.  

Note the separation distance between members of 
this closely related group. 

Protein-coding genes, such as gyrB, rpoB, and recA, have a higher frequency of variations than 
the more conserved ribosomal gene regions
If the rRNA gene sequences are identical, differences may be seen in protein-coding genes and 
the species differentiated



LEVEL OF RESOLUTION – SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
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Linked to the Method and Taxonomy

• The vast majority of the time, species resolution can be attained when using a comprehensive and 
validated reference database

• Sometimes, species resolution cannot be achieved
• There are misclassified organisms, taxonomic issues
• More than one species has the same or high percentage of 16S or ITS2 rDNA sequence 

similarity

• Protein-coding genes, such as gyrB, rpoB, and recA, have a higher frequency of variations than the 
more conserved ribosomal gene regions

• If the rRNA gene sequences are identical, differences can be seen in protein-coding genes and the 
species can be differentiated



SPECIES* GROUPS
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*The Unknown matches two or more closely related species.

These Pseudomonas species can not be 
differentiated with the 16S rRNA gene 
sequence

Not enough differences between the species 
when looking only at this gene



GENOTYPIC METHODS FOR INCREASED RESOLUTION FOR SPECIES* GROUPS
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• As with strain typing, increased resolution is achieved by looking at 
highly variable single loci (regions) in the genome

• By combining 16S or ITS2 sequence-based analysis with protein coding 
gene sequences, it is possible to identify some of the most difficult 
organisms to resolve in the manufacturing environment

• Same Technology, Methods and Benefits as S/MLST

When 16S or ITS2 is Not Enough
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Many product recalls and outbreaks from BCC contamination in non-
sterile and sterile products (1998 to present)

Sources - sanitizers, oral pharmaceuticals, gas relief drops, eyewashes, 
nasal sprays, mouthwashes, anti-cavity rinses, skin creams, baby and 
adult washcloths, surgical prep cloths, electrolyte solutions, and 
radiopaque preparations.

Symptoms - The effects of B. cepacia on people vary widely, ranging 
from no symptoms at all to serious respiratory infections (life-
threatening), especially in patients with cystic fibrosis.

B. cepacia bacteria are often resistant to many common antibiotics

EXAMPLE: SEQUENCING ID WITH PROTEIN-CODING REGION
Burkholderia cepacia complex
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Pharmaceutical products that are contaminated 
with B. cepacia may pose serious consequences to 
vulnerable patients.

Preventing B. cepacia contamination in drugs by 
addressing the potential sources of this bacteria in a 
drug manufacturing operation is an important 
public health goal. 

This review highlights potential sources of B. 
cepacia species as they relate to U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration findings recorded in data from 
Establishment Inspection Reports and Warning 
letters.

EXAMPLE: SEQUENCING ID WITH PROTEIN-CODING REGION
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Example: Sequencing ID 
with Protein-Coding Region
Is it necessary to know the exact species?

Knowing the exact species (not grouping) 
allows for proper investigation as well as 
tracking and trending in routine EM

Which species is it?

Have we encountered this species before?

Is this a resident or transient organism?

What is the source?



EXAMPLE: SEQUENCING ID WITH PROTEIN-CODING REGION
recA Gene Sequencing for Species Resolution of BCC
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• BCC is one of the high frequently occurring 
organism groups.

• Due to high 16S similarity – difficult ID to a 
species level

• Many customers request resolution

• Investigated the use of protein coding gene 
sequencing as a tool to identify the BCC at the 
species level 

• Evaluate appropriate target genes for other 
unresolved species groups

Background Development process

Searched literature and recA gene 
was chosen as alternative target

Type strains of all BCC species were 
obtained

Designed the primer for amplifying 
recA gene (481bp)

Obtained recA gene sequence and 
performed phylogenetic analysis

Applied to diverse samples
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PROSEQ – ID TO THE SPECIES LEVEL FOR BCC
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Burkholderia cepacia complex (BCC) are human opportunistic pathogens

In the past 20 years, BCC bacteria have emerged as one of the most common bacterial species found in 
contaminated pharmaceutical products and have been the cause of many product recalls and outbreaks

ID to species level can be important, however, BCC organisms share a high degree of 16S rRNA gene similarity so 
species-level ID is very difficult

recA sequence data have been widely applied in bacterial systematics and have proven very useful for the 
identification of B. cepacia complex species

recA gene sequence for the species-level ID for BCC has been successfully applied to bacterial isolates from the 
pharmaceutical industry

Burkholderia cepacia complex
EXAMPLE: SEQUENCING ID WITH PROTEIN-CODING REGION



Strain Typing 
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Necessity for 
Strain Typing

Strain typing of microorganisms is an 
important part of a comprehensive 
EM program and can be essential in 
investigations, e.g. can show the 
origins of organisms found in the final 
product, etc.

Strain typing can also provide a vital 
confirmation of identity for dietary 
ingredients and other products



GENOTYPIC STRAIN TYPING METHODS FOR INCREASED RESOLUTION
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Increased discrimination between closely-related organisms at the strain level
can be achieved by sequencing, analyzing and comparing highly variable 
loci (regions) in the organism’s genome, as compared to the more 
conserved rDNA used for species level resolution – these loci will vary by 
species

Method is called multi or single locus sequence typing (MLST, SLST)

• AccuGENX-ST®Sequence-based methods
• Multi Locus Sequence Typing (MLST)
• Single Locus Sequence Typing (SLST)

When 16S or ITS is Not Enough



STRAIN TYPING
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MLST and SLST are well-established, highly accurate sequence-based methods

MLST and SLST analyze essential outer membrane protein coding genes or 
housekeeping genes that encode for proteins necessary for the normal cellular 
functions of the microorganism; these contain more variability in their sequences 
and are more discriminatory

Target genes will be species specific, so an accurate species level ID is critical to this 
technology

DNA Sequence-Based



Example: Strain Typing 
with SLST
Propionibacterium acnes

Propionibacterium acnes is a commensal of 
human skin

Because of high abundance, it is a common 
contaminant

16S target is useful for species-level ID, but not 
below the species level (i.e. strain level)

Difficult to resolve P. acnes strains by multiple 
different methods, including ribotyping

MLST and SLST-based methods were successfully 
evaluated



Example: Strain Typing 
with SLST
Propionibacterium acnes

Data from 16S alignment provides species-level ID only

All strains have an identical 16S sequence



Example: Strain Typing 
with SLST
Propionibacterium acnes

Standard ribotyping discrimination is poor, even 
with two restriction enzymes (EcoRI & PvuII)

Ribotyping cannot resolve the strains

Label Protocol
Cutter

RiboGroup RiboPrint™ Pattern

001*-SiteX EcoRI-KHA 250-S2

001*-SiteX EcoRI-KHA 250-S2

001*-SiteX EcoRI-KHA 250-S2

002*-SiteX EcoRI-KHA 250-S2

002*-SiteX EcoRI-KHA 250-S2

002*-SiteX EcoRI-KHA 250-S2

003*-SiteX EcoRI-KHA 130-S6

001*-SiteX PvuII-KHB 141-S2

001*-SiteX PvuII-KHB 141-S2

001*-SiteX PvuII-KHB 141-S2

002*-SiteX PvuII-KHB 141-S2

002*-SiteX PvuII-KHB 141-S2

002*-SiteX PvuII-KHB 141-S2

003*-SiteX PvuII-KHB 145-S4



Example: Strain Typing 
with SLST
Propionibacterium acnes

Most significantly, sequencing 1 gene target 
(nif3) results in discrimination

Single target: dermatan sulfate-binding protein



SUMMARY
Strain- and Species-level ID by sequencing additional gene regions

Many times it is necessary to differentiate microbial flora beyond the species level and to the strain level to 
definitively determine the source of contamination.  

Sometimes, species- or strain-level resolution cannot be achieved with traditional sequencing because 
organisms share a high level of 16S similarity and it is required to evaluate additional gene targets that contain 
more diverse sequence.

Once a genetic description is generated using ProSeq or MLST or SLST, it can contribute to determining a root 
cause, thus allowing rapid and definitive resolution of sterility failures, alerts and other excursions.

Historical databases of the sequence typing information for organisms can be created and used for future strain 
comparisons during investigations.



THANK YOU. 
QUESTIONS?



CONTACT US
Erin Patton, MS
Sr. Product Specialist
Charles River Microbial Solutions

Website: 
www.criver.com/microbial

Email:
erin.patton@crl.com

Phone:
+1.843.402.4977
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